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A B S T R A C T

The present work takes a new look at a modified Bridgman process (Bridgman seed technique, BST) for the
production of laboratory Ni-base single crystal (SX) superalloy cylinders of 12/120 mm diameter/length. This
type of specimen is needed to perform inexpensive parametric studies for the development of new SX and for
understanding the evolution of microstructures during SX casting. During melting, the seed partially melts back.
The elementary segregation processes cause a so far unknown type of constitutional heating/cooling.
Competitive growth eventually establishes a constant average dendrite spacing. In the present work it is
documented how this dendrite spacing varies in one cylindrical ingot, and how it scatters when a series of SX
ingots is produced. This type of information is scarce. The calculated temperature gradient across the solid/
liquid interface (calculated by FEM) is in excellent agreement with predictions from the Kurz-Fisher equation
which yields a dendrite spacing based on the experimental withdrawal rate and the microstructurally
determined average dendrite spacing. The presence of small angle grain boundaries on cross sections which
were taken perpendicular to the solidification direction can be rationalized on the basis of small deviations from
the ideal growth directions of individual primary dendrites.

1. Introduction

Ni-base superalloy single crystals (SX) are used to make first stage
blades for modern gas turbines which are used in power plants and aero
engines, e.g. [1–8]. There are four aspects, which are important and
well established: First, SX have no grain boundaries and are therefore
less prone to cavitation damage [7,8]. Second, Ni-base superalloys
feature chemical and microstructural heterogeneities which have their
origin in the solidification process (prior dendritic and interdendritic
regions [9], largescale heterogeneity: several hundred micrometers)
and in the subsequent precipitation heat treatment (γ/γ′-microstruc-
ture, small scale heterogeneity: 1 μm). Superalloy SX represent techni-
cal single crystals which contain two phases, the ordered γ′-phase (L12
crystal structure, cuboidal particles of a typical edge length of a few
hundred nanometers, typical volume fraction of 75%) and the γ-phase
(fcc solid solution, thin channels which separate the γ′-cubes, typical
volume fraction: 25%). The 〈001〉 direction represents a natural
solidification direction, but deviations of up to 15° from this solidifica-
tion direction are not uncommon [3,6,10]. Third, Ni-base SX show
elastic anisotropy, where the Young's modulus in the 〈111〉 direction
is significantly larger than in the 〈001〉 direction, e.g. [11,12].

Orienting turbine blades along the 〈001〉 direction minimizes
thermal stresses associated with fast heating and cooling. Fourth,
superalloy SX are produced using the well-known Bridgman directional
solidification process [1–3,5–8,13]. A detailed overview on industrial
scale production of SX turbine blades was recently given by Kubiak
et al. [13]. Two different techniques are applied to eliminate grain
boundaries in superalloys during directional solidification (DS). First,
one can use a narrow spiral-shaped crystal selector through which the
solid/liquid front must pass during solidification. The selector only
allows one single grain to pass through. The second option is to use pre-
oriented seed crystals. The seed partially melts back in the early
processing stages. Later, epitaxial growth during crucible withdrawal
results in the formation of a solid/liquid interface which proceeds
through the molten material.

The processing of SX has been a research topic for several decades
[13–16]. A first summary of techniques has been given in the seminal
collection of research papers edited by Gilman in 1963 [14]. The
research area has always been closely related to the field of solidifica-
tion of melts [17–21]. As gas turbine technology developed, the casting
and the directional solidification of SX superalloys have received
considerable attention, e.g. [6,10,22–26]. However, the production of
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high quality superalloy single crystals has remained challenging
[25,26]. The formation of microstructures in Ni-base superalloys during
SX solidification is governed by various thermodynamic, kinetic and
other constraints and involves different length scales [9,27,28]. The
governing elementary processes are more complex than what is
envisaged in classical crystallization theories, e.g. [29,30]. High con-
tents of refractory elements (e.g. Re, W and Ta) promote segregation
during solidification, which results in heterogeneous microstructures.
Even when solidification conditions are precisely controlled, there is a
risk of defect formation [6,7,25,26,28].

Today there is a good understanding of the coupling between
thermodynamic driving forces and elementary kinetic processes during
SX solidification, e.g. [22,31–33]. Progress has been made in the area of
process modeling, e.g. [26,34–38]. However, there are open questions
related to microstructural and chemical homogeneity across length
scales which the present work addresses in four points. First, it is shown
how microstructures and local chemical alloy compositions evolve
during different stages of a seeded Bridgman solidification process with
special emphasis placed on the early stages of partial seed remelting
and crystal growth. Second, an effort was made to demonstrate that
finite element based calculational procedures can predict temperature
gradients in the solid/liquid region which agree well with experimental
data derived from primary dendrite arm spacings. Third, it is important
to explain the nature of internal interfaces which are inherent features
of cast microstructures and which evolve during solidification. Fourth,
there is a need to evaluate the extent of microstructural scatter which is
observed when a series of single crystals is produced following the same
procedure. All findings are discussed in the light of previous results
reported in the literature.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Bridgman seed technique (BST)

In the present work we use a Bridgman furnace of type KZV-A40-
400/161G-V from Gero GmbH (Neuhausen, Germany). The lower part
of the furnace is shown in Fig. 1. The furnace has three separately
controlled graphite heating elements (one of which is highlighted with
“1”). These heat a central graphite tube (“2”) which houses the
cylindrical crucible, shown in red in Fig. 1. The crucible contains the
spacer (“3”), the seed (“4”) and the feedstock (“5”). During solidifica-
tion, the crucible/holder assembly remains in position while the

furnace moves upwards. An isolating baffle (shown in blue, “6”)
separates hot (inside of furnace) and cold (outside of furnace) zones.
The crucible holder (“7”) is positioned within a water-cooled cylinder.
The heaters and graphite tube are thermally isolated by a graphite felt
insulation, light grey in Fig. 1. The temperatures in the center of the
heated zone are monitored. Prior to melting and directional solidifica-
tion, the whole melting chamber is evacuated using a rotary vane pump
(Pfeiffer DuoLine) and a turbo pump (type Pfeiffer HiPace 400). Spacer,
seed crystal and feed stock consist of the superalloy ERBO/1C, a CMSX-
4 type of material which has been described in the literature [9].

Cylindrical ERBO/1C seeds are used as starter crystals (full diameter
seeding [39]). Critical geometry and material parameters of the seed,
the spacer, the feedstock, the alumina tube and the baffle are given in
Table 1. The seeds were cut by electro discharge machining (EDM) from
ERBO/1C slabs. Prior to EDM, the slabs were precisely oriented using
the Laue method, to ensure that the [001] direction is parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the cylindrical seed. Details on our iterative EDM/
Laue procedure are given elsewhere [40]. For the experiments per-
formed in the present work, the melting feedstock was specifically
prepared by arc melting of ERBO/1C and subsequent drop casting into a
cylindrical Cu-mold as described in [41,42]. The alloy used in the
present study (for spacer, seed and feedstock) was obtained from Alcoa
Howmet (Whitehall, USA). The chemical composition of the alloy is
given in Table 2.

Cylindrical Al2O3 tubes with low surface roughness were used as
crucibles. The tubes were purchased from CeramTec GmbH
(Marktredwitz, Germany). Prior to crystal growth, the inner surfaces
were cleaned with a brush and pressurized air. Using a special support
system, the tubes were mounted onto a crucible holder. The tube was
precisely aligned by means of a support frame and mounted onto a
crucible holder, where it was fixed using a ceramic glue of type
FiberPlast C 1800 D from M.E. Schupp High Temperature Technology
(Aachen, Germany). During the drying process, the crucible tube
remained fixed in the support frame which minimizes angular devia-
tions. A low oxygen partial pressure was established in the furnace by
evacuating and backfilling with Argon (purity 99.995 vol%) for 2 times.
Then, the furnace was heated under vacuum to 400 °C. The system was
evacuated for at least 10 h until a vacuum level of 1·10−5 mbar was
established. Then, the furnace was heated to the target temperature of
1550 °C at a rate of 12 K/min. When the target temperature was
reached, a 30 min hold resulted in melting of the feedstock and partial

Fig. 1. Key elements of the Bridgman seeding technique (BST) used in the present work: 1
- graphite heaters, 2 - graphite tube, 3 - spacer, 4 - seed, 5 - feedstock, 6 - baffle, 7 - cooled
crucible holder. For details see text.

Table 1
Geometries of the seed, the melting feedstock, the alumina tube and
the baffle.

Seed
Diameter 11.6 mm
Length 16 mm

Melting feedstock
Diameter 11.6 mm
Length 110 mm

Al2O3 tube
Inner diameter 12 mm
Wall thickness 2 mm
Length 180 mm
Roughness 0.1 μm

Baffle
Thickness (effective) 20 mm
Hole diameter 18 mm

Table 2
Alloy composition (chemical analysis data provided by supplier).

Element Al Co Cr Hf Mo Re Ta Ti W Ni

Concentration (wt%) 5.7 9.6 6.5 0.1 0.6 2.9 6.5 1.0 6.4 Bal.
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